20 Years On:
Henry Street
Remembers

September 11, 2001, started with a whirlwind of

activity, like any other day at Henry Street. Preschool children
bounded into their classrooms. Meals on Wheels trucks
were filled to their roofs. Workforce clients arrived at their
appointments.
Yvette Rodriguez, a senior grants accountant, had just dropped
off her son at school and turned onto Henry Street when she
saw it: “I thought it had been some kind of explosion, but then
I saw the second plane make the turn; it seemed like slow
motion. Some people dropped to their knees.”
“As we stood together in the middle of Henry Street and
watched the first tower fall, it was surreal for everyone,”
says CEO David Garza, an employment counselor at the
time. “Regardless of the cause, for us, the question was
not ‘What happened?’ but ‘What do we do next?’ It was a
characteristically Henry Street response, which was repeated
during the COVID-19 crisis: We listened intentionally and
acted instinctually, supporting our community and our team,
figuring it out as we went. There was never a doubt that we
would be back to work the next day. It was all about keeping
the doors open and how we could help.”
As the following newsletter reprinted from 2002 vividly
describes, each Henry Street program kicked into gear, from
providing water, food, and clothing to the dazed, sootcovered survivors who streamed through the Lower East Side,
to ensuring seniors’ meals were delivered uninterruptedly
despite closed streets, to opening the Abrons Arts Center as
a site for makeshift memorials.

The impact of 9/11 transformed the Settlement
well beyond that day. During the fall of 2001, in response to the
dislocation of hundreds of workers from Lower Manhattan, Henry
Street launched an emergency employment clearinghouse. That led
to the creation of the Neighborhood Resource Center, in 2002, and
the Workforce Development Center, in 2003. “9/11 made tangible
something we had long understood,” Garza says. “People may
have a presenting need, such as unemployment, but other needs
are often attached, whether it’s child care, rental assistance,
health insurance, or training to get the job. Having comprehensive
support for income stability, mobility, and prevention all in one
place is lifechanging.”
An outgrowth of labor-market changes was the need for English
classes, particularly for Asian Americans who had worked in the
devastated garment industry. Henry Street began providing ESOL
combined with job training in the homecare program the agency ran.
“Crises of catastrophic proportions drive partnerships, creativity,
and innovation,” Garza notes, “and reveal the need for changes in
the service delivery structure. Subsequent tragedies like Hurricane
Sandy and now COVID-19 have presented different—but similarly
transformative— opportunities to better serve our community.
Acting as first responders is baked into our organizational DNA,
and I’m profoundly grateful that our team brings heroic levels of
dedication and commitment to the Settlement, in times of crisis
and on a daily basis.”
The Settlement extends ongoing sympathy to our team
members and neighbors whose losses are still acutely
felt 20 years after that tragic day.
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